Theoretical considerations and in vitro concentration response studies with two human colorectal carcinoma cell lines. The rational experimental base for clinical studies in regional chemotherapy.
The theoretical advantage of regional vs. systemic chemotherapy was calculated, based on pharmacokinetic considerations. The relevance of exposure time and high local concentrations of chemotherapeutic drugs for regional chemotherapy was elucidated in time dependent concentration response curves with two human cell lines. The theoretical pharmacological advantage of regional vs. systemic chemotherapy was defined by the formula Rd = (AUCi. a. 1 + AUCi. a. 2)/(AUCi. v.) and in hepatic artery infusion is for adriamycin (ADM) 5.8-.6, cis-platinum (CDDP) 8, epirubicine (EPI) 6.3, 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) 22-58, mitomycin C (MMC) 4.6, mitoxantrone (NOV) 6.3. All drugs but 5-FUDR exerted concentration response behaviour in the cell line-experiments. In the cell lines cytotoxicity depended on exposure time so that concentration chi time products at (IC50), (c chi t (IC50)), were calculated to determine an optimal in vitro exposure time. Based on these results and clinical considerations, optimal clinical exposure times could be defined for regional chemotherapy. The results may be of high relevance for e.g. hepatic artery infusion at the lower and chemoembolization or intraperitoneal instillation at the higher test concentration, respectively.